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Abstract
The Bayesian approach to parameter estimation is to nd a posterior probability density that
describes the probability of a parameter in a numerical model, conditioned on data. This can be
done with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, where the posterior is represented by
a collection of samples. Alternatively, one can use importance sampling to produce a set of inde-
pendent, but weighted, samples of the posterior. Here we investigate the applicability of weighted
sampling and test numerically whether weighted sampling is competitive with MCMC for solving
large inverse problems. Specically, we show how to use implicit sampling for parameter estimation
and how to make this weighted sampling strategy applicable to large scale problems, by making
use of multiple grids and BFGS optimization coupled to adjoint calculations. We illustrate our new
algorithm with an example where we estimate a diusion coecient in an elliptic equation using
sparse and noisy data, and compare its eciency to simple and advanced MCMC schemes.
1 Introduction
Numerical simulation is widely used to predict the behavior of complex physical or engineered
systems, e.g. in oceanography, weather prediction, or subsurface/groundwater ow. However,
simulation typically requires parameters such as viscosity or permeability and the numerical values
of these parameters must be estimated from data. The predictive capability of simulation thus
hinges on how well one can solve the inverse problem of estimating parameters from data.
We take the Bayesian approach to parameter estimation and compute the probability density
function (pdf) p(jz), where  is the set of parameters and z are data (see, e.g. [41]) . We assume
a \prior" pdf p() for the parameters, which describes what one knows about the parameters
before collecting the data. For example, one may know a priori that a parameter is positive. We
further assume a likelihood p(zj), which describes how the parameters and numerical model are
connected with the data. Bayes' rule combines the prior and likelihood to nd p(jz) / p()p(zj)
as a \posterior" density.
If the prior and likelihood are Gaussian, then the posterior is also Gaussian. In this case, it is
sucient to compute the mean and covariance of jz. Moreover, the mean and covariance are the
minimizer and the inverse of the Hessian of the negative logarithm of the posterior. If the posterior
is not Gaussian, e.g. because the numerical model is nonlinear, then one can compute the posterior
mode (often called the maximum a posteriori point, MAP) as an approximation of the parameter
 and use the inverse of the Hessian of the negative logarithm of the posterior as a measure of the
uncertainty of the approximation [37].
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1Another popular technique for nonlinear/non-Gaussian inverse problems is Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC), where the posterior is represented by a collection of samples, see, e.g. [6,13,16,
28,30,31]. The samples form an empirical estimate of the posterior, so that statistics, e.g. the
mean or mode, can be computed from this empirical estimate by averaging over the samples. The
mean or mode can serve as an approximation of , and to describe the error one expects in the
approximation, one can compute variances or other moments from the empirical estimate of p(jz).
Under mild assumptions, the moments one computes from the samples converge to the moments
of the posterior (as the number of samples goes to innity). The drawbacks of MCMC are that the
samples have a distribution which may converge slowly to the posterior, and that there are possibly
large correlations between the samples. Alternatively, one can use importance sampling; the idea
is to pick an \importance function" to generate samples, and to attach a weight to each sample to
account for the imperfection of the importance function. Under mild assumptions, the weighted
samples also form an empirical estimate of the posterior pdf. In the present paper, we investigate
whether importance sampling can be competitive with MCMC for large inverse problems in terms
of accuracy and eciency.
The eciency of importance sampling depends on the choice of importance function. For
example, in many large problems, the importance function and the posterior are nearly mutually
singular, and then almost all samples one generates with the importance function are unlikely with
respect to the posterior, so that the number of samples required becomes so large that importance
sampling is impractical [4,5,40]. Implicit sampling provides a general framework for constructing
importance functions that are large where the pdf one wants to sample, the \target" pdf, is large
[9,12,33]. The idea is to use optimization to nd where the target pdf is large, and to generate
samples in this neighborhood by solving suitable algebraic equations with a stochastic right-hand-
side. Implicit sampling has been studied in the context of online-ltering, i.e. state estimation of a
stochastic model in [2,9,12,32,33], and for parameter estimation in stochastic models in [43]. Here
we describe how to use implicit sampling for parameter estimation in an uncertain numerical model,
and how to implement implicit sampling when the dimension of the problem is large, e.g. when
the underlying model is a partial dierential equation. Specically, we describe how to use multiple
grids and adjoints during the minimization required by implicit sampling. One can also try to
speed up importance sampling or MCMC further by using surrogate models that are cheap to
evaluate [29{31], however this is not discussed here.
We compare the eciency of implicit sampling with the eciency of MCMC in numerical
experiments in which we estimate the diusion coecient in an elliptic equation using sparse and
noisy data. This problem is a popular test problem for MCMC algorithms and has important
applications in reservoir simulation/management and in pollution modeling [3,37]. Moreover, the
conditions for the existence of a posterior measure and its continuity are well understood [13].
Earlier work on this problem includes [16], where Metropolis-Hastings MC sampling is used, [22]
where an ensemble Kalman lter is used, and [34], which uses optimal maps and is further discussed
below.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain how to use implicit
sampling for parameter estimation and how to implement it eciently for large scale inverse prob-
lems. The elliptic model problem is introduced in section 3 and we also discuss its nite dimensional
approximation, as well as details of our implementation of implicit sampling. Numerical experi-
ments with the elliptic model and implicit sampling and MCMC are also reported. Conclusions are
oered in section 4.
22 Implicit sampling for inverse problems
We wish to estimate an m dimensional parameter vector  from data which are obtained as follows.
One measures a function of the parameters h(), where h is a given k-dimensional function; the
measurements are noisy, so that the data z satisfy the relation:
z = h() + r; (1)
where r is a random variable with a known distribution and the function h maps the parameters
onto the data. In a Bayesian approach, one obtains the pdf p(jz) of the conditional random
variable jz by Bayes' rule:
p(jz) / p()p(zj); (2)
where the likelihood p(zj) can be read o (1) and the prior p() is assumed to be known.
In importance sampling [8,24], one represents this pdf by M weighted samples. One obtains
the samples j, j = 1;:::;M from an importance function () (which is chosen such that it is
easy to sample from); the jth sample is assigned the weight
wj /
p(j)p(zjj)
(j)
:
The location of a sample corresponds to a set of possible parameter values and the weight describes
how likely this set is in view of the posterior. The weighted samples fj;wjg form an empirical
estimate of p(jz), so that for a smooth function u, the sum
EM(u) =
M X
j=0
u(j) ^ wj;
where ^ wj = wj=
PM
j=0 wj, converges almost surely to the expected value of u with respect to p(jz)
as M ! 1, provided that the support of  includes the support of p(jz) [8,24].
Importance sampling requires no assumptions of linearity or Gaussianity and, in principle, can
provide the full solution of the inverse problem. Moreover, unlike in MCMC, the samples are
independent. Nonetheless, the importance function must be chosen carefully or else sampling may
be inecient [4,5,11,40]. In implicit sampling, an importance function is constructed that is large
where the posterior pdf is large. This is done by computing the maximizer of p(jz), i.e. the MAP.
If the prior and likelihood are exponential functions (as they often are in applications), one can
nd the MAP by minimizing the function
F() =  log(p()p(zj)): (3)
Once the minimization problem is solved, one nds samples in the neighborhood of the minimizer
 = argminF as follows. Choose a reference variable  with pdf g() and let G() =  log(g())
and  = min G. For each member of a sequence of samples of  solve the equation
F()    = G()   ; (4)
to obtain a sequence of samples , where  is the minimum of F. The sampling weight is
wj / J(j); (5)
where J is the Jacobian of the one-to-one and onto map  ! . There are many ways to choose
this map since (4) is underdetermined [9,12,33]; we describe two choices below. The sequence of
3samples we obtain by solving (4) is in the neighborhood of the minimizer  since, by construction,
(4) maps a likely  to a likely : the right hand side of (4) is small with a high probability since 
is likely to be close to the mode (the minimizer of G); thus the right hand side is also likely to be
small and, therefore, the sample is in the neighborhood of .
Note that implicit sampling can be particularly eective if the data constrain the parameters
well, i.e. if the posterior probability mass localizes around the MAP point. In fact, it was argued
in [11] that, for linear problems, the probability mass must localize or else the inverse problem is
infeasible (with any numerical method). Implicit sampling nds the MAP point and explores the
region around it, and, thus, guides its samples towards the region in parameter space that contains
posterior probability mass. This is in contrast to other sampling schemes, which may fail to place
samples where the posterior probability mass is.
An interesting construction, related to implicit sampling, has been proposed in [34]. Suppose
one wants to generate samples with the pdf p(jz), and have  be a function of a reference variable
 with pdf g, as above. If the samples are all to have equal weights, one must have, in the notations
above,
p(jz) = g()=J();
where, as above, J is the Jacobian of a map  ! . Taking logs, one nds
F() + log = G()   log(J()); (6)
where  =
R
p(zj)p()d is the proportionality constant that has been elided in (2). If one can
nd a one-to-one mapping from  to  that satises this equation, one obtains an optimal sampling
strategy, where the pdf of the samples matches exactly the posterior pdf. In [34], this map is found
globally by choosing g = p() (the prior), rather than sample-by-sample as in implicit sampling.
The main dierences between the implicit sampling equation (4) and equation (6) are the presence
of the Jacobian J and of the normalizing constant  in the latter; J has shifted from being a
weight to being a term in the equation that picks the samples, and the optimization that nds the
probability mass has shifted to the computation of the map.
If the reference variable is Gaussian and the problem is linear, equation (6) can be solved by
a linear map with a constant Jacobian and this map also solves (4), so that one recovers implicit
sampling. In particular, in a linear Gaussian problem, the local (sample-by-sample) map (4) of
implicit sampling also solves the global equation (6), which, for the linear problem, is a change of
variables from one Gaussian to another. If the problem is not linear, the task of nding a global
map that satises (6) is dicult (see also [15,27,44]). The determination of optimal maps in [34],
based on nonlinear transport theory, is elegant but can be computationally intensive, and requires
approximations that reintroduce non-uniform weights. No detailed comparisons exist as yet of the
construction in [34] with the one presented here. In [36], further optimal transport maps from prior
to posterior are discussed. These maps are exact in linear Gaussian problems, however in general
they are approximate, due to the neglect of a Jacobian, when the problem is nonlinear.
2.1 Implementation for large dimensional inverse problems
The rst step in implicit sampling is to nd the MAP by minimizing F in (3). This can be done
numerically by a Newton or quasi-Newton method [35], which require derivatives of the function F.
For realistic models, these derivatives are not easy to compute analytically, however one often can
use adjoints to compute the gradient of F. The complexity of the adjoint equation is similar to that
of the original model, so that an adjoint solve is about as costly (numerically) as a forward solution
of (1). The adjoint method can then be coupled to a quasi-Newton method, e.g. BFGS, and the
4minimization of F can be ecient even if the dimension of the problem is large. We illustrate how
to couple an adjoint method to BFGS in the example below.
Moreover, one can make use of multiple grids when solving the optimization problem. This idea
rst appeared in the context of online state estimation in [2], and is similar to a multi-grid nite
dierence method [17] and multi-grid Monte Carlo [20]. The idea is as follows. First, initialize the
parameters and pick a coarse grid. Then perform the minimization on the coarse grid and use the
minimizer to initialize a minimization on a ner grid. The minimization on the ner grid should
require only a few steps, since the initial guess is informed by the computations on the coarser
grid, so that the number of ne-grid forward and adjoint solutions is small and the computations
ecient. This procedure can be generalized to use more than two grids (see below). Once the
optimization problem is solved, one needs to solve the random algebraic equations (4) to obtain
samples. There are many ways to solve equations (4) because they are underdetermined (one
equation in m variables). We describe and implement two strategies for solving (4).
One strategy, implicit sampling with linear maps, involves approximating F by its Taylor ex-
pansion to second order
F0() =  +
1
2
(   )TH(   );
where  = arg minF is the minimizer of F (the MAP) and H is the Hessian at the minimum.
The Hessian can be approximated using the results of BFGS or nite dierences (if the number of
parameters is not too large). For a Gaussian reference variable  with mean 0 and variance Im, one
can then solve the quadratic equation
F0()    =
1
2
T; (7)
instead of (4) which, for a Gaussian reference variable, becomes
F()    =
1
2
T: (8)
The bias created by solving the quadratic equation (7) instead of (8) can be removed by the
weights [2,9]
w / exp(F0()   F()): (9)
A second strategy for solving (4) is implicit sampling with random maps [33]. The idea is to
solve (8) by picking a direction in the sample space at random. For a Gaussian reference variable,
this can be done by setting
 =  + LT; (10)
where  = =jjjj, jjjj =
p
2
1 + :::;2
m is the Euclidean norm, and L is a xed n  n matrix that
remains to be chosen. We then look for a solution of (8) in this direction by substituting (10)
into (8), and solving the resulting equation for the scalar  with Newton's method. A formula for
the Jacobian of the random map dened by (8) and (10) was derived in [33]:
J() = (T)1 m=2

 

()m 1
rF  (LT())

 
; (11)
making it easy to evaluate the weights of the samples. The choice of L is discussed in [33]. In the
numerical experiments below we choose L to be a Cholesky factor of the inverse of the Hessian at
the minimum. With this choice, the algorithm is ane invariant and, therefore, capable of sampling
within at and narrow valleys of F.
53 Application to parameter estimation in underground hydrody-
namics
We investigate the applicability of weighted sampling, in particular implicit sampling, to parameter
estimation problems numerically, and also compare the eciency of our proposed algorithm to the
eciency of MCMC.
The goal in our numerical experiments is to estimate subsurface structures from pressure mea-
surements of ow through porous media. This is a popular test problem for MCMC and has ap-
plications in reservoir simulation/management (see e.g. [37]) and pollution modeling (see e.g. [3]).
We consider in particular Darcy's law
rp =  u;
where rp is the pressure gradient across the porous medium,  is the viscosity and u is the average
ow velocity;  is the permeability and describes the subsurface structures we are interested in.
Assuming, for simplicity, that the viscosity and density are constant, we obtain, from conservation
of mass, the elliptic problem
 r  (rp) = g; (12)
on a domain 
, where the source term g represents externally prescribed inward or outward ow
rates. For example, if a hole were drilled and a constant inow were applied through this hole,
g would be a delta function with support at the hole. Here we choose g = 2002 sin(x)sin(y).
Equation (12) is supplemented with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The uncertain quantity in this problem is the permeability, i.e.  is a random variable, whose
realizations we assume to be smooth enough so that for each one a solution of (12) uniquely exists.
We would like to update our knowledge about  on the basis of noisy measurements of the pressure
at k locations within the domain 
 so that (1) becomes
z = h(p();x;y) + r: (13)
Computation requires a discretization of the forward problem (12) as well as a characterization of
the uncertainty in the permeability before data are collected, i.e. a prior for . We describe our
choices for the discretization and prior below.
3.1 Discretization of the forward problem
In the numerical experiments below we consider a 2D-problem and choose the domain 
 to be the
square [0;1]  [0;1]. While this problem is simple, it allows us to verify the results we obtain with
our proposed approach against the results we obtain with Metropolis MCMC codes. We discretize
(12) on this domain with a standard nite element method on a uniform N N mesh of triangular
2-D elements [7]. With our discretization, we need to solve the following equation for each forward
model evaluation
AP = G; (14)
where A is a N2  N2 matrix, and where P and G are N2 vectors, whose elements contain the
pressure we compute with our nite element method and the right hand side of the equation (12),
respectively. For a given realization of , the resulting matrix A is symmetric positive denite
(SPD) and we use the balancing domain decomposition by constraints method [14] to solve this
linear system, i.e. we rst decompose the computational domain into smaller subdomains and then
solve a subdomain interface problem. For details of the linear solvers, see [14].
6In the numerical experiments below, we choose a 64  64 grid as the nest grid. The data are
pressure measurements and are collected on this grid, so that the data equation (13) becomes
z = MP + r;
where M is a kN2 matrix that denes at which locations on the grid we collect the pressure. We
collect the pressure every four grid points, however exclude a 19 grid points deep layer around the
boundary (since the boundary conditions are known), so that the number of measurement points is
49. Collecting data this way allows us to use all data directly in our multiple grids approach with
16  16 and 32  32 grids (see below). The data are perturbed with a Gaussian random variable
r  N(0;R), with a diagonal covariance matrix R (i.e. we assume that measurement errors are
uncorrelated). The variance at each measurement location is set to 30% of the reference solution.
This relatively large variance brings about signicant non-Gaussian features in the posterior pdf.
3.2 The log-normal prior
The prior for permeability elds is often assumed to be log-normal and we follow suit. Thus, the
logarithm of the permeability is Gaussian, and we choose this Gaussian to be characterized by a
squared exponential covariance function [39],
R(x1;x2;y1;y2) = 2
x2
y exp
 
 
(x1   x2)
2
lx
 
(y1   y2)
2
ly
!
; (15)
where (x1;y1), (x2;y2) are two points in 
, and where the correlation length lx and ly and the
parameters x;y are given scalars. In the numerical experiments below, we choose x = y = 1
and lx = ly = 0:5. With this prior, we assume that the (log-) permeability is a smooth function of
x and y, so that solutions of (12) uniquely exist. Moreover, the theory presented in [13,41] applies
and a well dened posterior also exists.
We approximate the lognormal prior on the regular NN grid by an N2 dimensional log-normal
random variable with covariance matrix  with elements (i;j) = R(xi;xj;yi;yj), i;j = 1;:::;N
where N is the number of grid points in each direction. Since  is N2N2 and N grows as the mesh
is rened, it may be dicult to store the prior covariance matrix and a low-rank approximation of
it is needed (with our 64  64 grid, we would have to store and compute with a dense 4096  4096
matrix). This low rank approximation is obtained using Karhunan-Lo eve expansions follows [19,25].
The factorization of the covariance function R(x1;x2;y1;y2) allows us to compute the covariance
matrices in x and y directions separately, i.e. we compute the matrices
x(i;j) = 2
x exp

 
(xi   xj)2
lx

; y(i;j) = 2
y exp

 
(yi   yj)2
ly

:
We then compute singular value decompositions (SVD) in each direction to form low-rank approx-
imations ^ x  x and ^ y  y in each direction by neglecting small eigenvalues. These low rank
approximations dene a low rank approximation of the covariance matrix
  ^ x 
 ^ y;
where 
 is the Kronecker product. Thus, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ^  are the products of
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of ^ x and ^ y. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the spectrum of ^ ,
and it is clear that the decay of the eigenvalues of  is rapid. This rapid decay of the eigenvalues
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Figure 1: Left: spectrum of the covariance matrix of lognormal prior. Right: a sample of the
lognormal prior (permeability).
of the covariance matrix suggests a natural model reduction. If we neglect small eigenvalues (and
set them to zero), then
^  = V TV;
approximates  (in a least squares sense in terms of the Frobenius norms of  and ^ ); here  is
a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the m largest eigenvalues of  and V is an m  N
matrix whose columns are the corresponding eigenvectors. With m = 30, we capture 99:9% of the
variance, and the reduced order prior is
K  lnN

^ ; ^ 

:
The linear change of variables
 = V T 0:5 ^ K;
highlights that it is sucient to estimate m  N2 parameters (the remaining parameters are
constrained by the prior). We will carry out the computations in the \reduced coordinates" , for
which the prior is
p() = N (;Im); (16)
where  = V T 0:5^ . Note that this model reduction is not a feature of the sampling algorithm we
propose. It follows naturally by assuming that the permeability is smooth, from which it follows
that errors correlate, so that the (prior) probability mass localizes in parameter space. A similar
observation, in connection with data assimilation, was made in [11]. Moreover, it will become clear
that the implicit sampling algorithm we propose can make use of this model reduction by exploring
the parameter space in -coordinates (rather than in the physical coordinate system).
The right panel of Figure 1 shows a sample of the lognormal prior for the permeability, which
we obtain by sampling a  from its prior (16), and undoing the change of variables. Here we set
the rst 15 elements of  dierent from zero, and the remaining 15 elements equal to zero.
83.3 Implementation of implicit sampling
Implicit sampling requires minimization of F in (3) which, for this problem and in reduced coordi-
nates, takes the form
F() =
1
2
T +
1
2
(z   MP())
T R 1 (z   MP()):
We solve the optimization problem using BFGS coupled to an adjoint code to compute the gradient
of F with respect to  (see also, e.g. [21,38]). The adjoint calculations are as follows. The gradient
of F with respect to  is
rF() =  + (rP())
T W;
where W =  MTR 1(z   MP()). We use the chain rule to derive (rP())
T W as follows:
(rP())TW =
 
rKP()
@K
@ ^ K
@ ^ K
@
!T
W =

rKP()e
^ KV 0:5
T
W =
 
V 0:5T 
rKP()e
^ K
T
W;
where e
^ K is a N2  N2 diagonal matrix whose elements are the exponentials of the components
of ^ K. The gradient rKP() can be obtained directly from our nite element discretization. Let
P = P() and Kl be the lth component of K and take the derivative with respect to Kl of (14) to
obtain
@P
@Kl
=  A 1 @A
@Kl
P
where @A=@Kl are component-wise derivatives. We use this result to obtain the following expression

rKP()e
^ K
T
W =  

e
^ K
T
2
6
4
PT @A
@K1
 
A TW

. . .
PT @A
@KN2
 
A TW

3
7
5: (17)
The most expensive part in (17) is to evaluate A TW, which is equivalent to solving the adjoint
problem (which is equal to itself for this self-adjoint problem). The rest can be computed element-
wise by the denition of A. Note that there are only a xed number of nonzeros in each @A
@Kl, so
that the additional work for solving the adjoint problem in (17) is about O(N2), which is small
compared to the work required for the adjoint solve.
Collecting terms we nally obtain the gradient
rF() =  +
 
V 0:5T 
rKP()e
^ K
T
W =   
 
V 0:5T 
e
^ K
T
2
6
4
PT @A
@K1
 
A TW

. . .
PT @A
@KN2
 
A TW

3
7
5:
This concludes our derivation of an adjoint method for gradient computations in our BFGS opti-
mization. Note that multiplying
 
V 0:5T will require additional O(mN2) work. We emphasize
that the gradient of F can be computed at a cost that is comparable to that of solving the forward
problem.
The BFGS is implemented with a cubic interpolation line search (see [35, Chapter 3]). We
chose this method here because it defaults to taking the full step (of length 1) without requiring
additional computations, if the full step length satises the Wolfe conditions. We use the multiple
grid approach described above with 1616, 3232 and 6464 grids. We initialize the minimization
9on the course grid with the zero vector, and observe a convergence after 9 iterations, requiring 16
function and 16 gradient evaluations, which corresponds to a cost of 32 coarse grid solves (assuming
that the adjoint solves are comparable in cost to the forward solves). The result is used to initialize
an optimization on a ner 3232 grid. The optimization on 3232 grid converges in 6 iterations,
requiring 7 function and 7 gradient evaluations (at a cost of 14 medium grid solves). The solution
on the medium grid is then used to initialize the nest 6464 grid optimization. This optimization
converges in 5 iterations, requiring 12 ne-grid solves. We nd the same minimum without the
multiple grid approach, i.e. if we solve the minimization on the ne grid, however these computations
require 70 ne grid solves. In this example, we could thus signicantly reduce the number of ne
grid solves using the multiple grid approach (by about a factor of 6).
Once the minimization is completed, we generate samples using the linear map and random
map methods described above. Both require the Hessian of F at the minimum. We found that
the approximate Hessian of our BFGS is not accurate enough to lead to a good sampling method.
Instead, we compute the Hessian using nite dierences. This requires m(m + 1) = 930 forward
solutions when centered dierences are used, and is the most expensive step in our computations.
Once the Hessian is computed, we can use the linear map method to generate samples (at a
negligible cost), and weigh the sample using (9), which requires one forward solve. The random
map method requires solving (8) with the Ansatz (10). The Newton method we use for solving (8)
quickly converges after about 1-4 iterations. Each iteration requires a derivative of F with respect
to , which we implement using the adjoint method, so that each iteration requires two forward
solutions. In summary, the random map method requires between 2-8 forward solutions per sample.
We obtain similar results with the random map and linear map methods, however observe that
the random map generates samples of slightly better quality. The quality of the weighted samples
can be measured by the variance of the weights. This variance is equal to R   1, where
R =
E(w2)
E(w)2;
and can also be used to measure the \quality" of the samples [1,42]. In short, the sampling method
is \good" if the variance of the weights is small (if the weights are constant, then the variance is zero
and we have a direct sampling method). In this case, R  1. Moreover, the eective sample size,
i.e. the number of unweighted samples that would be equivalent in terms of statistical accuracy to
the set of weighted samples, is about 1=R [42]. We compute R = 1:7 for the random map method
and R = 1:8 for the linear map method, indicating that the random map method generates slightly
better samples. However, the random map is also more expensive because generating a sample
requires solving (8), which in turn requires solving the forward problem. We nd that the random
map and linear map methods are equally expensive (see also Figure 6 and below). Specically, we
observe that the random map method converges with about 30 samples, whereas the linear map
method requires about 300 samples. Here convergence is measured by the norm of the conditional
mean (see also Figure 5 below). Since the cost of the random map method with 30 samples is
about 1200 forward solves (assuming 8 forward solves per sample, which is pessimistic), it is about
as expensive as the linear map method with 300 samples. Because the linear map method is easier
to program it seems to be a more natural choice for this example.
Note that we neglect computations other than the forward model evaluations when we estimate
the computational cost of the algorithm. This is justied because computations with  (e.g. gener-
ating a sample using the linear map method) is cheap because the eective parameter space is low
dimensional due to the model reduction via Karhunan-Lo eve.
Figure 2 shows the \true" permeability that we used to generate the data (left), the mean of the
prior (center) and the conditional mean we computed with the random map method and 104 samples
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Figure 2: Left: \true" permeability that generated the data. Center: mean of prior. Right:
conditional mean computed with implicit sampling with random maps.
(right). We observe that the prior is not very informative, in the sense that it underestimates the
permeability considerably. The conditional mean captures most of the large scale features, such as
the increased permeability around x = 0:7, y = 0:8, however, there is considerable uncertainty in
the posterior of the permeability. Figure 3 illustrates this uncertainty and shows four samples of
the posterior. It is clear that the four samples correspond to rather dierent subsurface structures.
If more accurate and more reliable estimates of the permeability are required, one can increase the
resolution of the data or reduce the noise in the data. Once these more accurate data are available,
one can try and re-use the above results, e.g. as a prior, to update the permeability with these new
and more accurate data.
3.4 Performance comparison
We compare the eciency of our proposed weighted sampling algorithms to other popular methods
for subsurface ow problems.
A popular method is to compute the MAP and use it as an approximation of the permeabil-
ity [23,38]. This method can make use of the multiple grids approach presented here, however
represents an incomplete solution, because the uncertainty in this problem can be large, and the
MAP itself contains no information about its reliability. To estimate the uncertainty of the MAP,
one can use a \linearization about the MAP" method [23,37,38], in which one computes the MAP
and the Hessian of F at the MAP and uses the inverse of this Hessian as a covariance. The cost
of this method is the cost of the MAP method plus the cost of generating the Hessian (which with
nite dierences is the most costly step). However, this method overestimates the uncertainty in
the numerical example. Using this method (with 104 samples), we compute a standard deviation of
0:6 for the rst parameter 1. The standard deviation we compute with the linear map and random
map methods however is 0:3. The reason for the over-estimation of the uncertainty is that the
posterior is not Gaussian. In the bottom left panel of Figure 4 we show a Gaussian approximation
of the marginal of the posterior for the parameter 1 which we computed with a linearization about
the MAP method. The top left panel of Figure 4 shows the same marginal of the posterior, however
computed with implicit sampling with random maps. Because implicit sampling does not require
linearizations or Gaussian assumptions, it can correctly capture the non-Gaussian features of this
problem. In the present example, accounting for the non-Gaussian/nonlinear eects brings about
a reduction of the uncertainty (as measured by the standard deviation) by a factor of two. We
conrmed these statements with Metropolis MCMC runs (see below).
The magnitude of the non-Gaussian eects in this problem can also be measured by the skewness
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Figure 3: Four samples of the posterior generated by implicit sampling with random maps.
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Figure 4: Top left: posterior of 1 computed with implicit sampling with random maps. Bottom
left: Gaussian approximation of the posterior of 1 computed with a linearization about the MAP
method. Right: normal probability plot of the parameter 1.
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Figure 5: Convergence of implicit sampling methods with the number of samples (red and turquoise
lines) and of Metropolis MCMC with the number of steps (blue line).
and excess kurtosis. With the implicit sampling methods (and MCMC, see below) we compute a
skewness of about 0.55 and an excess kurtosis of about 0.7 (compared to 0.02 respectively -0.1 with
the linearization about the MAP method). The normal probability plot shown in the right panel of
Figure 4 further illustrates the non-Gaussian behaviors we observe in this problem. Plotted is the
cumulative distribution function of the data (using the rst and third quantiles of the data) with
a y-axis that is scaled such that the cumulative distribution of a normal random variable becomes
a straight line. The data clearly deviates from the straight line, indicating that the underlying
distribution is not a Gaussian.
Note that the MAP is the starting point for implicit sampling. In particular, when code for a
linearization about the MAP method is already available, this code can be easily converted into
an implicit sampling code: after generating a sample, one simply evaluates the weight (9), which
comes at a cost of a single forward simulation. With these modications, the non-Gaussian features
of the problem can be correctly described. Moreover, the additional cost is low, because the cost
of implicit sampling is dominated by the cost of computing the Hessian at the minimum, which is
also required for a linearization about the MAP method.
Another important class of methods for solving inverse problems in subsurface hydrodynamics
is MCMC [23]. We validate the results we obtained with the implicit sampling methods with
Metropolis MCMC [26], which we tuned to achieve an acceptance rate of about 30%. This method
requires one forward solution per step (to compute the acceptance probability). Figure 5 illustrates
the convergence of the MCMC method with the number of steps. Plotted is the norm of the
conditional mean as a function of steps of MCMC. We observe that MCMC converges after about
3000 steps, in the sense that the norm of the conditional mean of the parameter vector  does not
change signicantly if more steps are taken. Also shown is the norm of the conditional mean as
computed by the implicit sampling methods (linear and random map methods) as a function of the
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of implicit sampling with random and linear maps and Metropo-
lis MCMC.
number of samples, and we observe that all three methods converge to the same answer. However,
the implicit sampling methods converge faster than MCMC: the linear map method converges with
about 300 samples, and the random map method requires 30 samples (see also above). Also shown
is the norm of the mean of the prior, to indicate that sampling is indeed necessary and informative
(i.e. we do not simply recover the prior as the posterior).
However, the cost per sample of the implicit sampling methods and the cost per step of Metropo-
lis MCMC are dierent, and a fair comparison of these methods should take these costs into account.
In particular, the o-set cost of the minimization and computation of the Hessian, required for im-
plicit sampling must be accounted for. We measure the cost of the algorithms by the number of
forward solves required (because all other computations are negligible due to the natural model
reduction). Figure 6 shows the norm of the conditional mean as a function of the cost for Metropolis
MCMC, implicit sampling with linear maps and implicit sampling with random maps. We observe
that the fast convergence of implicit sampling can make up for the relatively large a priori cost
(for minimization and Hessian computations). As explained above, the random map and linear
map methods are equally expensive and require about 1200 forward solves for convergence. The
Metropolis MCMC converges much slower in the number of steps, so that the overall cost until the
algorithm converges is about 3 times as large as with the implicit sampling methods. The con-
vergence of Metropolis MCMC can perhaps be increased by further tuning, or by choosing a more
advanced transition density. Nonetheless, our experiments indicate that weighted sampling can be
competitive with MCMC and perhaps has the advantage that less tuning is required. Moreover,
weighted sampling produces independent samples with a known distribution, so that issues such as
estimating burn-in or auto-correlation times do not arise.
Finally, we compare our proposed implicit sampling methods to a new MCMC method, stochas-
tic Newton MCMC [6,28]. The idea is to rst nd the MAP (as in implicit sampling) and to start a
14number of MCMC chains there. The transition probabilities are based on local information about
F and make use of the Hessian of F, evaluated at the location of the chain. Thus, at each step,
a Hessian computation is required which, with our nite dierence scheme, requires 930 forward
evaluation (see above) and, therefore, is expensive (compared to generating samples with implicit
sampling). The cost can be reduced by using second-order adjoints, however we did not pursue this
idea. We have experimented with this method with 10{50 chains and taking about 200 steps per
chain and have obtained similar results as with implicit sampling or Metropolis MCMC. Without
signicant tuning, we nd acceptance rates of only a few percent, leading to a slow convergence of
the method. We also observe that, if the chain is far from the minimum, then the Hessian may
not be positive denite and, therefore, can not be used for a local Gaussian transition probability.
In these cases, we use a modied Cholesky algorithm (for ane invariance) to obtain a denite
matrix that can be used as a covariance of a Gaussian. In summary, we nd that stochastic Newton
MCMC is impractical for this example because the cost of computing the Hessian is too large with
our nite dierences approach. The method may be more ecient when second order adjoints are
available. However, in this case the a priori cost of implicit sampling can also be reduced and the
cost per sample in implicit sampling is smaller than in stochastic Newton MCMC.
4 Conclusions
We have explained how to use implicit sampling to estimate the parameters in numerical models
from sparse and noisy data. The idea in implicit sampling is to nd the most likely state, often
called the maximum a posteriori point (MAP), and generate samples that explore the neighborhood
of the MAP. This strategy can work well if the posterior probability mass localizes around the
MAP, which is often the case when the data constrain the parameters. We have discussed how
to implement these ideas eciently for large scale inverse problems, which may involve a partial
dierential equation as the forward model. Specically, we have explained how to use multiple
grids to speed up the optimization required for nding the MAP, and how to use adjoints for the
optimization and during sampling.
If implicit sampling can be implemented eciently, then it can be computationally superior to
MCMC schemes, which are popular for solving large scale inverse problems. In particular, implicit
sampling is a weighted sampling scheme which produces independent samples and therefore does
away with the estimation of burn-in or correlation times, typically required by MCMC. We have
investigated the eciency of our approach in numerical experiments with an elliptic inverse problem
that is of importance in applications to reservoir simulation/management and pollution modeling.
The elliptic forward model is discretized using nite elements, and the linear equations are solved
by balancing domain decomposition by constraints. The optimization required by implicit sampling
is implemented with a BFGS method coupled to an adjoint code for ecient gradient calculation.
We used the fact that the solutions are expected to be smooth for model order reduction based on
Karhunan-Lo eve expansions, and found that our implicit sampling approach is about 3 times faster
than Metropolis MCMC sampling. We have also experimented with an advanced MCMC scheme,
however found it impractical because it requires second order adjoints to be ecient.
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